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INTRODUCTION

Background

An ongoing Issue in American forestry is the management

of nonindustrial private forest land (NIPF). This type of

ownership accounts for 58% of the commercial forest land In

the United States and 16% of Oregon's forest land. NIPF is

widely regarded as being essential to overcoming projected

shortfalls is timber supply. There are a number of

characteristics of NIPF however, that contribute to

production difficulties. The most prominent of these issues

are the economic Inefficiency of small tract management and

the diverse management objectives of NIPF owners.

The primary focus of national and state NIPF programs

has been timber production. This conventional approach can

be countered with an alternative view which focuses more on

the multiple use prospects of small forest parcels. By

focusing on landowner objectives, forest land can be managed

in a manner which could provide public benefits of air,

watershed and open space protection as well as increased

timber yields.

Objectives

The purpose of this paper is to review and assess the

management issues and policies associated with NIPF. The

characteristics and landowner objectives of nonindustrial

private forests in western Oregon will be reviewed. The
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conventional view of the NIPF "problem" will be examined and

an alternative view will be discussed. Technical and

organizational options of landowners will be summarized and

constraints to some of these options will be identified.

The Setting

The information that is available on private forest

land ownership is highly aggregated, making it difficult to

assess local conditions. One third of the United States is

classified as commercial forest. The majority of this

forestland, 58% or 300 million acres is held by

nonindustrial private forest land owners, that is,

individuals or corporations whodo not also own forest

product processing facilities (Birch 1986).

Nationally, the NIP ownership accounts for 70% of the

inventory of hardwood growing stock and 25% of the softwood

inventory. As a group NIP? owners contribute 77% of the

national hardwood harvest and 25% of the softwood yield. In

every region, annual growth on NIPF land exceeds the annual

harvest. By contrast, softwood harvest exceeds net annual

growth on industrial lands in all regions of the U.S.

(U.S.D.A. 1980).

Today's private forestland in Oregon was once part of

the public domain. The Organic Act and the Donation Act

made free land available to settlers from 1843 to 1855.

After the large railroad land grants, settlers could

purchase lands f or $2.50 an acre. Through this early
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settlement, much of the most accessible forested public

domain lands became privately owned. Some of these lands

were interspersed with agricultural lands. The continuous

timberland above the valley floor also came into private

ownership and being of high site class, included some of

the most productive lands in Oregon. The higher elevation,

inaccessible areas remained in federal ownership and are now

administered by the USFS and the BLIM.

Today, the 28,289,000 acres of forest land in Oregon

are owned by federal, state and other public agencies as

well as by private parties, corporate and individual, large

and small. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of forest

land in Oregon. Federal and state ownership accounts for

63% of the land base, while 37% of the forest land is held

in private ownership. The large continuous acres of

timberland in Oregon that left the public domain were

usually acquired by the forest industry. In Oregon, three of

every five acres of private timberland is owned by the

forest industry. The remainder of private timberland,

usually designated as "other private" is a mixed bag of

ownerships. About half is farmer owned: 70 percent in

eastern Oregon and 40 percent in western Oregon. The non-

farm holders own their forestland for a number of reasons

including aesthetics, recreation, fishing, and for

appreciation of investment capital. (Gedney 1988).

Of the total forest land base, not all land Is capable

of production of wood for commercial use. Not all of the
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land in fact, is managed for fiber production as ownership

objectives vary considerably among the owners. Of the

total, 22,411,000 acres are managed for timber and other

forest resources- water, wildlife, fish, forage and

recreation (Bourhill 1988).

A 1977 Oregon State Department of Forestry study

summarized the most recent information available on the

acreage and ownership of NIPF by county in western Oregon.

The results are shown in Table 1. The 10-100 acres class

comprises about 70% of the landowner total and approximately

30% of the acreage total while the 100-500 acres class

comprises approximately 20% of the landowner total and 40%

of the acreage total. The 500+ category has the lowest

landowner total and the about a quarter of the total

acreage. The smaller landholdings tend to be in counties

that have an urban influence - Washington, Columbia, Lane

and Multnomah.

In 1987, Oregon nonindustrial private forest landowners

harvested 489 million board feet of timber, up from 420

million board feet in 1986. This included over 343 million

board feet in western Oregon and just over 142 MBF in

eastern Oregon. This harvest level is not high enough to

suit foresters and policy makers who see the NIP ownership

as a forest resource with the potential to offset a timber

shortfall. The low volume and harvest levels on NIP

forestland has been described in the forestry literature for

years as the NIPF "problem". There are a number of



TABLE 1.

Number of Nonindustrial Private Forest Landowners and Acreage by County1

Western Oregon

Western Oregon 10-100 Acres 100-500 Acres 500+ Acres TotalCounties No. Owners No. Acres No. Owners No. Acres No. Owners No. Acres No. Owners No. Acre:

Clatsop 602' 24,733 106 20,103 3 2,051 711 46,887Columbia 1,303 45,145 194 35,709 22 41,571 1,519 122,425Tillamook 567 21,372 119 22,708 0 0 686 44,080Washington' (900) (40,000) 180 31,822 16 18,964 (1,096) (90,786Yamhlll 492 18,208 136 26,520 15 12,527 643 57,255Subtotal 3,864 149,458 735 136,862 56 75,113 4,655 361,433

Benton 540 19,083 136 41,435 17 18,848 693 79,366Claskamas 1,423 57,578 377 64,192 13 11,732 1,813 133,502Lane 2,414 132,770 562 84,350 63 60,425 3,039 277,545Lincoln 877 25,167 147 36,026 15 13,227 1,049 74,420Linn 448 16,270 214 54,437 20 18,959 682 89,666Marion 358 13,878 93 17,438 8 11,550 459 42,866Multnomah 325 11,320 46 8,315 4 6,967 375 26,602Polk 480 12,860 88 17,709 9 7,531 577 38,100Subtotal 6,875 288,926 1,663 323,902 149 149,239 8,687 762,067

Coos 624 27,716 339 70,469 68 73,905 1,031 172,090
Curry 145 6,184 106 24,030 29 33,624 280 63,838
Douglas 1,992 92,878 783 171,370 167 156,613 2,942 420,861Jackson 591 22,871 205 42,000 4 2,672 800 67,543
Josephine

(1.411) (118.880

Western Oregon Total 14,091 588,033 3,831 768,633 473 491,166 19,806 1,966,712
Continued1Suniiiarlzed from County Tax roles or.foret patrol "assessment roles.

c.
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management issues associated with NIPF that contribute to

its classification as a "problem".

CHARACTERISTICS OF NONINDIJSTRIAL PRIVATE FORESTS

Tract Size

Although owners of NIPF are discouraged from investing

in their land for a number of reasons - low income, old age,

non-resident status, lack of knowledge (Birch 1986, Brooks

1983, Clawson 1979, MacConnell 1986) - a consistent variable

in determining their levels of forestry investments is the

size of their tract (Clawson 1978, Stoddard 1961). The

smaller the tract size, the less economically efficient the

harvesting operation. Small tracts increase costs, increase

risks and reduce revenue and thus may substantially lessen

the desire of landowners to Invest in their forest land

(C]awson 1957, Row 1978). Substantial diseconomies of scale

may be associated with timber production on small

ownerships. These diseconomies arise from several sources.

As potential producers of commercial timber, the NIP forest

land can be examined In light of the traditional factors of

production: land, labor and capital. The interaction of

these factors effect the profitability, in monetary terms,

of the enterprise.

Land

The size, quality, value and accessibility of a

particular parcel of land factors Into its production
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potential. A small piece of land may be difficult to manage

efficiently for timber production. If the volume and value

of the standing timber is low, intensive management will be

required to upgrade the resource. Protection against

natural hazards such as storms, fires, disease, and insects

is often difficult or impossible on a small parcel which is

not included in a larger land management program. The

consequences of these natural hazards can be more severe

than agriculture, as there is perhaps one crop every eighty

years rather than an annual harvest. N1PF owners differ in

theIr ability and desire to manage their lands to reduce

these threats to the timber resource by way of fire

prevention, salvage operations, and management against

disease (Clawson l979).

In addition to the size and quality of a parcel,

accessibility must be considered. A parcel that is not well

connected to established infrastructure; roads, mills and

markets, has a lessened chance of an economic harvest.

Dependable markets are necessary for management on any

level. NIPF land by definition lacks processing facilities

and must sell to a timber processor. In many areas,

processing facilities are insufficient, markets are poor,

and there is a lack of competition among buyers. If markets

are lacking or weak, there is less incentive to invest. In

addition, many small landowners respond only feebly to

market signals, they tend to sell for personal reasons, not

necessarily when the market is best (Martin 1974). There is
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not a set of localized data that documents how many

processing facilities are within 25 or 50 or 75 miles of

NIPF ownerships.

- Labor

Another component of the economics of tract size is

that owners of small tracts stand to gain less than owners

of large tracts from the effort they must expend to

administer their land for timber production. This includes

learning about silvicultural prescriptions or tax laws as

well as dealing with consultants and loggers (Clawson 1957).

The fixed-cost component of silvicultural treatments will be

high as it includes the labor cost of administering the

operation and moving equipment to the site. On a per acre

basis, these costs generally decrease as the scale of the

operation increases (Thompson and Jones 1981).

Capital

A small land base may require substantial capital

inputs in order to produce commercial timber. Owners who are

interested in timber management are often discouraged by

these financial inputs necessary for management. Again,

unlike agriculture, there is not the annual harvest which

contributes to the cash flow needed for management costs.

Instead, timber management Is a long term and risky

investment.

The cost of all of these components- land, labor and

capital, increase as the size of the tract decreases. Some

of these relationships were captured by Clark Row in his
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analysis of tract size economics. Figure 2 illustrates the
relationship he was able to quantify between the size of the

operation and the average cost for a variety of

silvicultural treatments. Fixed costs remain the same over

all acreage classes, while variable costs decrease with

increasing acreage. These economic relationships put the

small landowner at a disadvantage. Another component

identif led by Row was that revenue per unit volume of timber

sold can be expected to increase with the size of the sale.

As the size of sale increases, average revenue generated

approaches that expected on a large scale.

Ownership Objectives

The urban/forest interface

Besides the diseconomles of scale associated with small

tracts, the owners of these parcels may have objectives

other than timber production. An added dimension to the MIPF

issue is the increasing level of resource conflict that is

being seen on the urban/forest fringe. In past years,

forest lands on the fringe of metropolitan areas have been

in large ownerships and exploited for one purpose - timber.

Since the 1970s however, economic, demographic and social

changes have initiated changes in the ownership pattern,

parcel size and use of the forest land at the urban fringe

(Hea].y 1984, Row 1984). This juxtaposition between large

ownerships devoted to timber production and small parcels

held for multiple resource use has become known as the
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"urban/forest interface" (Vaux 1982). These owners may have

little or no interest in active forest management and may

object to intensive timber management and harvesting

operations on land adjacent to or nearby their land

(Atkinson 1984).

Often, these small forest owners reap little or no

financial benefits for outputs other than timber. Although

other outputs such as watershed protection, wildlife, open

space, can benefit the surrounding community, the public

does not pay the landowner. It is often these non-commodity

outputs that are the reason for ownership. It has been

suggested that the NIPF owner is a consumer of non-commodity

goods rather than a producer of commodities (Clawson 1979).

In other words, the value of the forest products is greater

to the landowner than if the timber was cut and sold.

Oregon landowner studies

Some recent studies in western Oregon highlight the

multiple resource view of many small forest land owners.

Within the past few years, two major studies of NIPF owners

in Western Oregon wereundertaken. The results of the

studies provide some insight into the management objectives

of the forest land owners.

In a 1986 study entitled Woodland Owner Views of

Extension Forestry Programs in Oregon, the Oregon State

University Extension Service outlined some characteristics

0 NIPF owners in 17 counties in Oregon (OSU 1986). The
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Table 2: Degree of Importance of Landowner Obiectives

Obiectives Degree of Importance
Not Of Some Very

Important Importance Important

.Percent Responding.....

Timber growth &/or Protection 5.9 26.5 67.6

Soil & Water protection 7.8 32.7 59.5

Personal or family enjoyment
or recreation

Scenery and aesthetic values

Land Investment- long term

Wildlife maintenance or
enhancement

Income from sale of logs and/or
pulpwood for manufacturing

Preservation - no management

Income from grazing

Land investment - short term

Income from the sale of
non-timber forest products

Other (specified)

12.3 35.5 52.1

13.4 36.5 50.1

19.5 32.5 48.1

14.9 38.4 46.7

33.5 41.2 25.3

32.4 44.4 23.2

56.0 26.2 17.8

66.3 22.0 11.7

57.1 32.3 10.6

(3% response)

Source: Oregon State University Extension Service, 1986.
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primary purpose of the study was to evaluate the extension

forestry program, and as a result, some pertinent

information on landowner objectives was obtained. The study

included counties In both eastern and western Oregon, but

the results were not grouped regionally. This makes it

difficult to target specific groups for further analysis.

The degree of importance that landowners placed on

objectives for owning forest land are summarized In Table 2.

Clearly, landowner objectives vary considerably. Most

landowners have multiple objectives rather than a singular

purposefor land ownership. Inthe chosen priorities given

to specific objectives, timber growth and Its protection is

given the top ranking, but is not significantly different

from soil and water conservation, personal and family

enjoyment, scenery, a long term investment, and wildlife.

Second ranking was given to Income from the sale of logs and

preservation (no management). The lowest ranking was given

to short term investment, grazing and the sale of minor

forest products.

The largest number of respondents (43%) owned between

11 and 50 acres of forest land and 75% owned less than 100

acres. A number of large landowners were represented, which

pushed the average holding up to 125 acres.

In 1985, the Upper Willamette Rural Conservation and

Development project sponsored a woodland owner survey in

Benton, Linn, Lane and Lincoln counties (Brown 1985).

Included in the study plan was :the determination of
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landowner objectives. Table 3 summarizes the stated

purposes of forest land ownership.

As a group, landowners identified management as the

primary purpose for owning their forest property (33%).

Peace and solitude was ranked second (24%). The choices in

this survey are more highly aggregated than in the Extension

Service survey and a bit more difficult to interpret. The

term "management" is nebulous, presumably this meant timber

management, though one could "manage" land for the other

values listed as well. If the categories of peace and

solitude, fish and wildlife, other, and multiple responses

are grouped together, this yields a total of 54%.

Some correlation between stated management objectives

and the size of the land holding are illustrated in Figure

3. Not surprisingly, forest landowners with larger acreages

tend to manage their land more than smaller landowners.

Though some small land owners do manage their land , more

emphasis is placed on peace and solitude. In the less than

20 acre category, 42% of respondents identified peace and

solitude as their primary purpose for owning forest land,

while only 2% chose this category i-n the over 120 acre

class. In a related question it was revealed that of

respondents in the over 120 acre category, 32% had harvested

timber. Only 17% had done so in the less than 20 acre

ownership.

In an earlier study of urban owners of forest land it

was found that 26 % of respondents owned the land for income



TABLE 3: Primary Purpose for Owning Forested Property

Combined Survey Results

Puroose Number Percent

1. Investment only 61 10

2. Management (could include harvest) 196 33

3. Fish, Wildlife, Natural Values 24 4

4. Peace and Solitude 144 24

5. Other (specify)
6 . 'Multiple Answers

7. Not Answered

Source: Brown, 1985.

80 13

77 13

19 3

16



FIGURE 3.
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from timber production, while 38 t listed satisfaction from

owning land", and 20% listed "satisfaction from working own

woods or farm". Fifty six percent of these respondents had

multiple objectives of ownership (Downing and Connaughton

1976).

These Oregon studies seem to indicate that the primary

interest of many small woodland owners (possessing less than

100 acres), is not necessarily intensive timber production.

There is certainly some interest in timber management,

particularly with those who own over 100 acres, but other

values such as fishand wildlife, soil and water

conservation and aesthetics are also are landowner

priorities.

Many professional foresters believe that the interplay

of these NIPF traits - diseconomies of scale, proximity to

urban areas and values, and a relative disinterest In timber

management - will eventually lead to a shortfall In timber

supply as commercial forestland Is taken out of production

or industrial owners are forced to modify their management

practices to accommodate their new neighbors. A number of

public policies have emerged in response to this NIPF

"problem".
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THE N!PF PROBLEM AND THE POLICY RESPONSE

The Conventional View and the Policy Response

There have been more than 150 studies on nonindustrial

private forestland problems since 1950 (Thorne 1983). The

abundance and proliferation of small parcels in private

ownership has been seen by foresters as a "problem" for a

number of reasons. First, the owners of these parcels often

have objectives other than intensive timber production

Martin 1974, Brown 1985, OSU 1986). Secondly, even if owners

are interested in timber management, they usually lack the

knowledge and technical expertise necessary for intensive

timber management (Brooks 1983', Martin 1974, Kessler 1978).

A number of studies have focused on the "motivational"

problems of landowners (Skok 1975, Worrell 1975, Turner

1977). Ignoranceand lack of motivationare thus seen as

prime obstacles to more intensive management. Added to these

attributes are the diseconomies of scale associated with the

management of small parcels of forest land (Row 1978,

Clawson 1957).

Stated briefly, the conventional view holds that the

future demand of timber will exceed supply, with the result

that the price of wood fiber products will rise to an

undesirable degree. NIPFs are viewed as being poorly

managed, and so, contribute to the timber supply problem

(LeMaster 1978, Manthy 1978).
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The public policy response to "the problem" of NIPF has

generally displayed a preoccupation with productivity, as

the main concern of the policy makers is a timber supply

shortfall. The USDA has estimated that the demand for forest

products will double by the year 2030. According to the

Forest Service, a large share of production must come from

HIFF (U.S.D.A. l98). I Oregon, it has been estimated that

the harvest on the state's !TPF holdings needs to be

iftcreased to a minimum of 2.5 times the level produced in

the 1970s in order to help meet the expected wood demand and

lessen the economic impacts associated with the projected

decline in timber supply (OSDF 1977).

In major policy documents developed at both the federal

and state level, statements have often been made about the

need to increase timber production from private lands,

particularly those lands in NIP ownership. During

-legislative development of the National Forest Management

Act (NFMA) and the Reneble Resources Planning Act (RPA),

conservation groups, trade associations the Forest Service

debated the role of NIP? ownerships. On the state level,

Oregon's policy making Board of Forestry in its document, ,

--Forestry Praram for Oregon, devoted an entire report

supplement to the NIP "problem".

Those who target production deficiencies as the key

problem have formulated a number of policy responses. These

include:
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*diverting public assistance to large landowners

(Ciawson 1978);

*channel1flg federal funds to states with the highest

economic potential for timber production - western

Oregon being classified as one of the ten areas with

the highest economic potenti-al for NIPF, that is with

above average biological productivity (Clawson 1978);

*encouraging long term leasing of NIPF (Meyer etal.

1986);

*chartering federally sponsored corporations which

would lease and manage NiPF lands (Day, 1980).

In practice, these policies have focused primarily on

timber production. Visions of higher timber yields have also

been the impetus for public assistance in the form of

Extension programs on both the national, state and county

level. These programs provide technical advice to private

woodland owners.

The Board of Forestry is the policy making arm' for

fore5t'ry on state and private' forests in Oregon. In the

last major- policy document, Forestry Program for Oregon'

(1977), supplement number l'was entitled Nonindustrial

Private Forest Management: An Action Recommendation. In

this document an NIPF policy is outlined. 'The stated policy
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of the Board of Forestry is to "support and promote

application of intensive management opportunities on

commercial forest land that is suitable for timber

production." This will be accomplished by designing

programs which will stimulate high levels of timber growth

and yield.

In short, on both the national and state level, the

tIIPF problem has traditionally been defined and examined in

terms of production factors related almost solely to

commercial timber yield. The examination of the problem in

the literature has focused on ways to increase timber yields

on the NIP ownership. With timber production being the

dominant' focus of analysis, public policies and programs

have been developed which offer landowners a limited number

of land management opt}ons. If "the problem" is reexamined

and redefined then perhaps public policies may be developed

to serve emerging needs. Policy can then respond to demands

rather than trying 'to create 'a demand for services.

An Alternative View and Policy Response''

Small woodland owners may find it surprising to find

that they areconsidered "a problem". The framers of the

problem have a distinctly different view than the owners

themselves. The "problem" as seen by the policy maker, Is

one of a national, or even international scale. The woodland

owners resource isplugged intothetimber supply equation

and the result doesn't add up for the policy makers. Yet, as
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seen from the landowner surveys reviewed,

owners appear to view their resource on a

and personal level rather than attempting

possible contribution to the timber econoi

appears as though little thought has been

middle ground.

the woodland

much more local

to calculate their

ny as a whole. It

given to the

The conventional.view of the NIP "problem" is

preoccupied with the national timber supply. This may

shoulder small woodland owners with an unfair burden. With

this realization Glascock warns,

"to describe small owners as holding the key to the

nat ion 'z timber supply is to charge them

unrealistically with a responsibility they can't afford

to accept, however idealistic and conservation minded

they might wish to be" (Glascock, 1981).

it is hard to expect that forest owners would view

themselves as essential cogs in the wheel of national

production. It is easier toassume that they evaluate the

trade-offs between timber production and uses of other

resources on their land. The saIl forest landowners

concerns are more likely to be personal and local, rather

than public and global or national. Therefore the policy

response to "the problem" should cater to a synthesis of

production goals and a landowner's personal objectives. The

real "problem" may be the current standards by which small
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landowners are Judged. Given their stated objectives In

survey after survey, they seem to be managing their land as

theywish. The problem and its challenge is to provide an

alternative to these landowners which will enhance the

resources they value while overcoming the diseconomies of

scale associated with managing small parcels.

A number of studies have shown that timber production

ranks a a secondary or even tertiary motivation for land

owners (Brown 1985; Romm 1913; Martin 1974). AesthetIcs,

recreation and personal satisfaction are the more often

cited reasons for woodland ownership. It seems appropriate

then, to explore the forest management alternatives of

nonindustrial private forestland owners from a multiple

resource management point of vie'w. It may be possible to

overcome the diseconomles of scale while providing

environmentally sound forest management, multiple resource

yields, improved rural incomes and higher productivity.

MANAGEMENT ALTERNA?IVES

Resource Percept ions

Land use and management decisions related to that use

are directly tied to a perception of the resource base and

ownership objectives. !t the major objective of land

ownership Is economic return, then the resource will be

viewed in light of its commercial yield, that Is, timber

production. If the reasons for ownership are less tied to
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economic returns, then non-consumptive land uses may be

explored. These differences in objectives, and thus,

perceptions of the resource, will lead to different

strategies for land management (Morrill 1984, Kurtz 1984).

Although timber is a viable output from some small

tracts of forest land, there are a number of other commodity

and non-commodity outputs possible from the land. There are

possibilities then, to manage forest land for both non-

commodity values such as wildlife and open space and for

commodity values such as fuelwood, and other minor forest

products. It may be possible to manage for both at the same

time.

A recent U.S. Fish and' Wildlife study suggests a

nationwide trend towards non-consumptive use of resources.

Rather than the traditional interest in game species, there

i's an increasing interest in non-game species <Carter 1988).

Landowners are becoming more concerned about environmental

quality, Mew rural residents look at wildlife as a value in

itself, not as a source of food.

Many landowners find forest scenery highly pleasing.
They are hesitant to harvest timber if the methods are not

aesthetically pleasing. If a primary objective of ownership

is aesthetic, then the land will often be managed for its

scenic character.?histype of managementprovides benefits.

to the' landowner and to the community which gains the open

space and its associated values of soil and water

conservation.
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Technical Opt Ions

In order to achieve the desired outputs from a piece of

land, often active management is required. There are a

number of silvicultural options for landowners wishing to

gain some commodities from the land without employing

capital intensive high impact management. Silvicultura]
practices of small woodland owners do not need to parallel
those of large corporate landowners. This is due both to a

different -set of objectives between the groups and a

different set of constraints.

The industrial-perspective of forest management tends

to focus on three general categories: profits, wood flow,

and an environment in whichthey are free to manage their

land to accomplish their obiectives (Atkinson 1986). In

western Oregon, large Industrial landowners generally favor

clearcuts, which take advantage of economies of- mass

production and scale. With clearcutting, large tracts can

be managed as a single unit. Logistics are less complex,

labour costs are kept down and large expensive equipment can

be used economically during the operation. Clearcutti-ng also

results in the re-planting of trees , so that the stand will

be even aged and all trees will then have the same

inagement requirements.

Smaller landowners tend to be opposed to this type- of

intensive -management on the-it -small parcel of land for

reasons both aesthetic and economic. Clearcutting is a
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radical transformation of the land which is offensive to

some landowners. Also, as discussed previously, the fixed-

costs of such an operation are very high and make it

- uneconomical for small parcels of land.

Because of these differences in objectives, technical

expertise and constraints, some non-traditional methods of

forest management can occur on smaller parcels. With

prescriptions focused' on the needs of the landowner,

thinning and harvest regimes can be aesthetically acceptable

to both the landowner and sensitive neighbors, fuelwood can

be harvested, and the production of minor forest products

can be encouraged (Smith 1984).

A recent Oregon study suggests that a variety of

thinning methods are possible which increase the value of

the resource and meet aesthetic -objectives tEmmingham and

Hanley 1986). Commercial thinning is possible and desirable

in young stands. By leaving a greater number of trees

retained per acre than industrial regimes would, the

landowner has more management flexibility 1!he potential

exists for more frequent light thinnings and thus, a more

frequent dollar return. 41'he dollar return is possible by

using the thinned material as firewood. Recent increases in

the- demand for fuelwood and have made firewood a valuable

commodity in some areas. Proximity to urban areas is an

important factor here, and as manyiUPF owners are on the

urban fringe, the potential for a good market is high.
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Although the recent surveys have shown that the

production of minor forest products is not a high priority

for NIPforest owners in Oregon, the practice is becoming

more popular (Conn Schallau, personal communication). Some

woodland owners may be able to gain income from their land

by marketing minor forest products such as salal, swordfe'rn,

huckleberries or mushrooms. There is little active

management occurring for forest greens, although it may be

possible. Thinning regimes which control density of trees

and. the extent of lower branches may be most' appropriate to

increase 'the 'production of desirable'forest greens. One

consulting group on the coast, New Dimensions Forestry Inc.,

is finding the marketing of mushrooms from forestlands to be

a lucrative proposition (Calder, The Oregonian, June

21.1988)

Although' management strategies for the production of

minor forest products are not yet well developed, there are

many potential benefits to small woodland owners. The

strategies are more lik'eiy to require less capital than

Intensive timber production, there is a possibility of an

annual' income and the associated'thinnIng regimes may

increase the value of the stand. For a long time', foresters

have thought exclusively about the management of lands In

terms of timber production. Although they are not yet well

developed, there are management strategies that focus on

other values such as wildlife, open space and aesthetics,

and the production of minor forest products. In a 1987
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listing of 90 consulting foresters in Oregon all provided

timber management services. Wildlife management was

provided by 14 consulting groups, recreation 17, land use

planning 4, soils management 2, and 1 each for absentee

owners, fisheries, scenic management and educational

programs (OSDF 1987).

In order to have access to people and organizations

that have the expertise to develop such management

strategies, NiP forest landowners have, at times, looked to

a variety of associations which may serve their management

interests. Given the characteristics of small woodland

ownership - small parcels, juxtaposition to urban areas,

multiple resource objectives - Ciawson (16) has called for

"social inventions" to aid in themanagement of these lands.

Landowner associations or cooperatives may be an effective

form of "social invention" that can meet the needs of NIPF

owners.

Social Inventions

A less explored policy response to NIP ownerships has

been the formation of landowner associations under private

or public sponsorship. This policy has the potential for a

more multiple resource a'pçroach to forestlands. Effects on

financial returns can be reduced by managing small tracts in

groups, Marketing cooperatives or aggregations of owners

have attempted to group t1rer sales to facilitate sales or

contracts. lormal marketing organizations have st'rugqied to
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survive (stoddard 1961, Cloud 1969) , Such cooperative

ventures face obstacles of sustaining interest within groups

of highly dissimilar landowners with only occasional forest

business (Row 1978).

Landowner associations are typically membership

organizationsthat provide educational, management, and/or

marketing services for woodland owners that are otherwise

unavailable or unaffordable. L.andowner associations are

usually initiated by a sponsoring organization which have an

interest in conserving resources, increasing the income of

the rural residents and improving the supply of forest

products tThorne 1983). Promoters and sponsors Include both

government agencies and private organizations. The

gxteneion Serviceand TheResotirce Conservation and

Development Program of the U.S.D.A. have both been involved

in, landowner associations. Private land trust organizations

have also initiated associations and coops (Montana Land

Reliance 1982).

Landowner associations are most often founded" to

improve the quality of forest management and to increase

land ownersh4p benefits. Conditions that commonly stimulate

members to :Join and form associations include:

* lack of forest management knowledge

* lack of market power

* distrust of loggers

* inability to afford forest management services

* Insufficient time or proximity to manage forest land.
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Landowners, loggers and communities can all benefit

from associations or coops. The average NiPF owner does not

have an inventory of sufficient volume or value to give them

access to ecological or silvicultural expertise, high

quality loggers or good markets. By forming an association

or coop, landowners can gain access to expertise, achieve

economies of scale, have greater access to loans for land

management, and increase their market power for a variety of

forestproducts(Pfatthei:1986). This type of policy

response has the potential to overcome diseconomies of scale

while providing environmentally sound forest management,

improved rural incomes and higher productivity. Some

benefits to foresters and loggers may include an increase

demand for their servtces and a higher quality land base

which can lead to steadier incomes (Field 1986).

Examples-of past efforts of "social inventions" or

associations- include marketing cooperatives and management-

service cooperatives. A more recent example of a landowner

association which combines aspects of both marketing and

service cooperatives is the forest land trust (FL?). The

FL? may have the greatest potential to focus on multiple

use.

Marketing cooperatives-

The formation of forest products marketing cooperatives

began in the 19 3Os and 1940s The impetus for the formation

of coops came from land managers who were concerned about

the common practice of Thigh gradinq' on small forest
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ownerships. Small land owners who wanted to harvest timber

often had little choice but to offer their finest timber for

sale. This led to the degradation of many stands. There

was a notable absence of marketing facilities for small

quantities of pulpwood, firewood or other forest products

which could be produced' from thinning operations designed to

impove 'stand' 'quality.' 'The basic concept behind marketing

cooperatives is intuitive: the coops were formed so that

smell landowners could pool their products aid offer them to

the market a a group, thus gaining some amount of market

'power and control over 'land "management strategies.

Pfanaement service cooperatives

Following the same principle of collective bargaining

power that marketing coops were based on, management service

cooperatives have been formed. These associations put less

emphasis on log procurement and processing and more emphasis

on the provision of 1-and management services. This type of

association is most likely to succeed'in areas where there

are forest landowners unwilling or unable to develop and'

supervise their ownforest management plans (Stoddard 1961).

Services most commonly of fered through a cooperative may

:L'na'lude stand inventory, tree marking, harvesting and

planting but coul& be expanded to include strategies geared

towards other values. These services are often popular with

landowners who are city-based but have rural property.

Usually, production Is" not their main management goal

(Downing and Connaught'on 1976).
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Forest land trusts

A more recent model of a forest landowner association

is the forest land trust. The FLIT trust model is envisioned

as a cooperative forest management program that brings

together a number of small forest land holdings in order to

promote environmentally sound forestry, efficient selective

harvesting and long range protection of the forest land

base. The FL? model has been developed by the Institute for

Comaunity Economics and the Society for the Protection of

New Hampshire Forests (Institute for Comeunity Economics

1982).

Under a FLT, a limited partnership would be formed with

a community land trust and a regional non-profit

organization serving as the managing partners and the

individual owners serving as limited partners. A.management

plan for the combined holdings would be developed by a

professional forester. Profit gained from the sale of any

forest products would be divided among the partners each

year, according to their respective shares in the

partnership. The value of a holders share is based on the

relative long range value of his or her forest.

Such an arrangement would combine the advantages of the

marketing and 5ervice coops with theadditional advantage of

ensuring long term land management:. Because benef its do not

accrue only to those that harvest any given year, there Is
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more of a chance of an annual income as harvests are rotated

through the management unit.

Such a model would focus on the multiple objectives of

landowners - aesthetics, recreation, open space, wildlife

and timber production. The FL? has the advantage of

providinga bufferstri'p of land use along the urban/forest

continuum. By developing an area of mixed use, intensive

resource conflict betweenurban and forested areas may be

reduced. Also, by providing room for some form of timber

management, the forests will be used tather than preserved.

Emphasis on other values will provide positive externalities

to the urban area - air and watershed protection, wildlife

habitat, open space. rn this way, the management of small

forest parcels will contribute to the local community. The

emphasis would be local rather than the national or

international focus of many industrial forest lands.

Constraints to the Formation of Landowner Associations

The history of some forest coops and aggregates

provides some informationon the weakness of the approach.

Despite the benefits, in the U.S., the majority of

forestland owner associations, like small businesses in

general, fail within their first two years. Following the

Depression and World War II there were 68 forest management

and marketing associations in the United States. Several of

these early associations benefited their members for

decades. Eventually all of them failed due to an excessive

dependence onpublicforesters,member apathy, poor markets,
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overly optimistic supply estimates and inexperienced

management (Dempsey 1968). In an FL? formed in New

Hampshire, landowners proceeded to the point of securing a

comprehensive forest management plan, but were uncomfortable

about relinquishingthelr timber rights tothe association

(Thorne, personal comaunIcation 1988).

There may be some potential however, for forest

landowners associatione in Oregon. In the study of urban

owners of forest land, seven often respondents said that

they would like to receive published information and the

neaes of organizations that provide forestry assistance.

Over half indicated a willingness to attend educational

meet ingsde igned to help them with the management of their

property. Host would prefer evening meetings during the

waek, located within 20 miles, and lasting no longer than 2

hours (Downing and Conmaughton 1976). In a study of small

woodland owners in Lane County, it was concluded that over

2/3 of woodland owners would manage their land for timber

given "the right circumstances" (ilartin 1974). According to

landowner surveys, it appears as though these "right

circumstances" for woodland owners to manage their land, may

be a management program geared towards the multiple use of

the forest resource.

In discussions with professional's involved with NIPF

owners in Oregon1 the major constraints to the formation of

landowner associations were identified'1 These included:

* lack of market power for small timber volumes
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* lack of markets for minor forest products

* independence of landowners

A founder of a woodland cooperative in Oregon, noted

moderate success in organizing woodland owners of 10-1,000

acres The major focus of the group is services related to

harvesting - timber stand inventories, spray operations,

equipment costs and marketing ventures. Little interest has

been expressed beyond harvest time. (Courter, pers . comm. ).

Interest has been expressed in the production and marketing

of minor forest products, but there has yet to be any formal

organization (Schallau, personal communication). Karketing

constraints for both ow volumes of timber and minor forest

products are very real (Cleaves, personal communication).

The main constraint that many gave in discussions regarding

landowner associations was'iand owner independence"

(-Fletcher, Madsen, Schallau, Courter, Carison, Bengston,

personal communication).

CONCLUSIONS

Forest land use issues will grow in importance as

development pressures on theresource Increase. Historical

and current land use practices tend to fragment forest'

resources as the number of landowners increase and parcel

size decreases. Land use policies aimed at these smaller

land holders should emphasize the multiple resources that

can be gaine& from the land.
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NIPF owners have a variety of obect1ves for their land

which may include, but is not limited to, timber production.

Policies which focus solely on commercial timber yields are

not sensitive to landowner objectives and the economics of

tract size nor do they recoinize the other values associated

with forest land. Policies should be re-examined in light
of these MPF characteristics. Technical and organizational
options which focus on multiple resource objectives

currently exist, but onlyto a limited degree. Such options

deserve further scrutiny and development.
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